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Probing the Energy Landscape
of the Membrane Protein Bacteriorhodopsin
through the specific folding of their polypeptide in the
anisotropic environment of the lipid bilayer (Haltia and
Freire, 1995; Popot and Engelman, 2000; White and
Harald Janovjak,1 Jens Struckmeier,3
Maurice Hubain,1 Alexej Kedrov,1
Max Kessler,2 and Daniel J. Mu¨ller1,*
1BIOTEC Wimley, 1999). In a so-called two-stage model, the se-
quential folding of -helical transmembrane proteinsUniversity of Technology Dresden
01307 Dresden was described based on experimental results revealed
from bacteriorhodopsin (BR) (Popot et al., 1987), which2Lehrstuhl fu¨r Angewandte Physik
Ludwig Maximilians Universita¨t Mu¨nchen has now been confirmed on human aquaporin-1 and
on the sodium-proton antiporter NhaA from E. coli (A.80799 Mu¨nchen
Germany Kedrov, submitted; Mo¨ller et al., 2003). First, transmem-
brane helices form independently stable fragments3Veeco Metrology
Digital Instruments which then assemble into the functional protein. Thus,
it is suggested that the helices act comparably to do-Santa Barbara, California 93117
mains in soluble proteins. Together with their connecting
loops, the helices then assume a free energy minimum
by the characteristic tertiary structure. Force spectros-Summary
copy data generated by mechanical unfolding of mem-
brane proteins suggest that pairwise association ofThe folding and stability of transmembrane proteins is
transmembrane helices drives them into a conformationa fundamental and unsolved biological problem. Here,
of comparable stability to single transmembrane helicessingle bacteriorhodopsin molecules were mechani-
(A. Kedrov, submitted; Mu¨ller et al., 2002). This experi-cally unfolded from native purple membranes using
mental finding is in agreement with the model given twoatomic force microscopy and force spectroscopy. The
decades ago that pairwise association builds a commonenergy landscape of individual transmembrane  heli-
structural motif in membrane protein folding and secre-ces and polypeptide loops was mapped by monitoring
tion (Engelman and Steitz, 1981).the pulling speed dependence of the unfolding forces
The stability or resistance to unfolding of proteins isand applying Monte Carlo simulations. Single helices
usually investigated by thermal or chemical denaturationformed independently stable units stabilized by a sin-
in ensemble measurements. However, such bulk experi-gle potential barrier. Mechanical unfolding of the heli-
mental methods only probe the average behavior ofces was triggered by 3.9–7.7 A˚ extension, while natural
a large number of molecules and thus cannot resolveunfolding rates were of the order of 103 s1. Besides
simultaneously occurring multiple (un)folding pathwaysacting as individually stable units, helices associated
and nonaccumulative intermediate folding states. Per-pairwise, establishing a collective potential barrier.
ceptions of protein (un)folding such as described byThe unfolding pathways of individual proteins reflect
multidimensional landscapes or folding funnels can bedistinct pulling speed-dependent unfolding routes in
seen as a result of the complexity of inter- and intramo-their energy landscapes. These observations support
lecular interactions (Radford, 2000). Different (un)foldingthe two-stage model of membrane protein folding in
pathways may be populated in a manner dependentwhich  helices insert into the membrane as stable
on small alterations of the physiological environmentunits and then assemble into the functional protein.
requiring novel investigative approaches (other than en-
semble measurements) to observe coexisting minor and
Introduction major pathways.
Experiments using the atomic force microscope (AFM)
Biological membranes are essential to all living organ- (Binnig et al., 1986) and similarly other force probe meth-
isms, as they provide selective permeability barriers ods (Leckband and Israelachvili, 2001) provide novel
and environments for a multitude of functional pro- techniques to reveal detailed insights into the molecular
cesses such as signal transduction, molecular transport, interactions determining the (un)folding of proteins. In
cell-to-cell communication, and cell adhesion (Lodish these experiments, an external force applied to single
et al., 1999). Most functions of cellular membranes are proteins leads to sequential unfolding of their three-
carried out by integral membrane proteins which are dimensional structure. Using this method in an assay
therefore of fundamental biological interest and form will allow the screening of physiologically relevant pa-
major targets for drug development. However, the rameters such as pH, electrolyte concentration, temper-
steadily increasing number of known gene sequences ature, and other factors that modulate inter- and intra-
coding for membrane proteins contrasts sharply with molecular interactions of the protein. In single-molecule
our lacking knowledge of their functional three-dimen- force spectroscopy experiments using the AFM, a mi-
sional structures as well as of their biosynthesis and cromachined cantilever detects molecular forces down
stability within the lipid bilayer (Booth et al., 2001). to a few pN. A single molecule is tethered between the
Membrane proteins acquire their unique functions tip of the cantilever and a supporting surface while the
tip-surface separation is continuously increased using
a piezoelectric actuator. Recording the force against*Correspondence: mueller@mpi-cbg.de
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proteins were unfolded from native purple membranes
of Halobacterium salinarum at seven different pulling
speeds in the range of 10 nm/s to 5.23 m/s. We have
previously shown that the combination of single-mole-
cule AFM imaging and force spectroscopy can be ap-
plied to unfold individual membrane proteins and deter-
mine the stability of their secondary structure elements
(Mo¨ller et al., 2003; Mu¨ller et al., 2002; Oesterhelt et al.,
2000). In contrast to most unfolding experiments on
globular proteins, the membrane protein BR unfolds
stepwise yielding surprisingly detailed insights into in-
ter- and intramolecular interactions (Janovjak et al.,
2003; Mu¨ller et al., 2002). In subsequent experiments,
unfolding barriers stabilizing individual secondary struc-
ture elements of BR (such as transmembrane  helices
and polypeptide loops) were localized and the influenceFigure 1. Two-State Model for the Interpretation of Mechanical Un-
of external physiologically relevant parameters on thesefolding Experiments
barriers was characterized (Janovjak et al., 2003; Mu¨llerA simple two-state potential exhibiting a single sharp potential bar-
et al., 2002). The DFS experiments performed in thisrier separating the folded low-energy state (F ) from the unfolded
state (U ) can be applied to describe the mechanical unfolding exper- work provided new detailed insights into potential barri-
iments. Here the unfolding of single secondary structure elements ers established by secondary structure elements. While
of the membrane protein BR is interpreted using this model. The single helices were found to be stabilized by a single
activation energy for unfolding is given by G‡u, while xu (the width potential barrier, they also associated pairwise, therebyof the potential barrier) is the distance along the reaction coordinate
establishing a different collective potential barrier. Me-from the folded state to the transition state (‡ ) and the natural
chanical unfolding of these structures was triggered by(thermal) transition rate is denoted k0u. DFS experiments allow de-
termining the width of the potential barrier and the unfolding rate extension of a few angstroms, whereas natural unfolding
by monitoring the unfolding forces as a function of pulling speed. rates were of the order of 103 s1.
The light-driven proton pump BR was chosen as
model system for this study because it represents one
tip-surface separation yields a force-extension curve of the most extensively studied membrane proteins. Its
characteristic for the particular molecule. In initial exper- structural analysis has revealed the photoactive retinal
iments, Rief and coworkers applied single-molecule embedded in seven closely packed transmembrane 
force spectroscopy to the muscle protein titin which helices (Belrhali et al., 1999; Essen et al., 1998; Grigorieff
consists of repeats of globular immunoglobulin and ten- et al., 1996; Luecke et al., 1999; Mitsuoka et al., 1999),
ascin domains (Rief et al., 1997). The continuous exten- a common structural motif among a large class of related
sion of the protein resulted in the subsequent unfolding G protein coupled receptors (Baldwin, 1993; Helmreich
of the globular domains while the forces necessary for and Hofmann, 1996; Kolbe et al., 2000; Palczewski et
unfolding of each domain are deduced from the force al., 2000; Royant et al., 2001). Hydrophilic polypeptide
curve. loops link the seven membrane embedded hydrophobic
It was recently shown that dynamic force spectros- BR helices lettered A through G, to which the C-terminal
copy (DFS) experiments provide further insights into the end is connected. With increasing knowledge of its
energy landscape underlying the mechanical properties structural and functional properties, BR has become a
of single proteins and receptor ligand pairs. In DFS, paradigm for -helical membrane proteins in general
single-molecule force spectroscopy AFM is extended and for ion transporters in particular (Lanyi, 1999; Subra-
to measure unfolding or unbinding forces at various maniam, 1999).
pulling speeds. Monitoring the most probable rupture
force as a function of the pulling speed allows resolving
the width of potential barriers crossed during the un- Results
folding process (Figure 1). Additionally, the natural tran-
sition rates over these barriers can be determined. Using Each superimposition shown in Figures 2A–2E is com-
posed of 15 force curves, each recorded by unfoldingthis approach, the binding properties of individual li-
gand-receptor pairs (Merkel et al., 1999) and the un- a single BR molecule at the indicated pulling speed. It
was previously shown that secondary structure ele-folding behavior of globular proteins such as immuno-
globulin were previously investigated (Carrion-Vazquez ments of single BR molecules sequentially unfold when
an external force is applied to the C terminus of theet al., 1999; Merkel et al., 1999; Williams et al., 2003). In
case of immunoglobulin 27 (Ig 27) it was shown that a protein. Extension of the already unfolded elements then
results in a characteristic pattern in the force spectrum3.3 A˚ extension triggers unfolding from an intermediate
state (Carrion-Vazquez et al., 1999; Williams et al., 2003). (Figure 3). Apparently, the pulling speed did not change
the unfolding pattern of BR and the individual forceMerkel and coworkers demonstrated that during un-
binding of biotin from (strept)avidin several potential peaks remained at their positions (Figures 2A–2E). How-
ever, it is evident that the height of the force peaks andbarriers are crossed and their positions along the sepa-
ration distance could be localized (Merkel et al., 1999). thus the average forces required to unfold parts of the
protein increased with increasing pulling speed. By cor-Here we apply DFS to probe the energy landscape of
the integral membrane protein BR. To this end, single relation to the three-dimensional structure of BR, we
Dynamic Force Spectroscopy of Bacteriorhodopsin
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Figure 2. Superimpositions of BR Force Curves
Recorded at Different Pulling Velocities
(A)–(D) show superimpositions of around 15
force versus distance traces each recorded
on a single BR molecule at the pulling speed
indicated (10 nm/s [A], 87 nm/s [B], 654 nm/
s [C], 1310 nm/s [D], and 5230 nm/s [E]). As
observed from the superimpositions, the un-
folding forces (height of the peaks) increase
with the pulling speed. The gray shading of
the superimpositions was achieved by applying
a grid subdividing each force curve into 1 pN
by 1 nm big boxes and counting the number
of data points in each box (a two-dimensional
histogram). The scale in (F) shows that 20
data points will color individual boxes black
(normalized to 10 curves with 2048 data
points).
recently assigned the peaks in the force spectra to the of the potential barrier and the natural unfolding rate
used in these simulations are summarized in Table 1.unfolding of individual secondary structure elements
such as transmembrane  helices or polypeptide loops For individual transmembrane helices we observed po-
tential barriers’ widths from 3.9 to 7.7 A˚ and spontane-(Mu¨ller et al., 2002) (Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows the unfolding forces of secondary ous unfolding rates from 1.8  106 to 1.7  102 mole-
cules per second. Pairwise unfolding of two helices andstructure elements as a function of the logarithm of the
pulling velocity, what is referred to as a dynamic force unfolding of the bc loop was characterized by potential
barrier widths and unfolding rates in the same range ofspectrum. The dynamic force spectrum for pairwise un-
folding of two transmembrane helices is shown in Figure magnitude (3.2–6.8 A˚ for xu and 3.4  105 to 1.0  102
for k0u).4A, while those of single secondary structure elements
are given in Figures 4B–4F. For all unfolding events, a The above analysis showed that each individual struc-
tural element exhibited a free energy minimum, therebysingle linear regime was observed in the dynamic force
spectrum. establishing an internal potential barrier against me-
chanical unfolding. Although the transmembrane helicesAmong the different methods to analyze dynamic
force spectra data we have chosen Monte Carlo (MC) were sufficiently stable to unfold individually, they, at
the same time, exhibited a distinct probability to unfoldsimulations (Rief et al., 1998) as they take the (changing)
length of the flexible polypeptide linker between the pairwise (Mu¨ller et al., 2002). Figure 5 shows that these
unfolding probabilities were highly dependent on thecantilever and membrane surface into account. MC sim-
ulations allow us to obtain the width (xu) and the natural pulling speed. While the unfolding probability of single
transmembrane helices (dashed lines) increased withunfolding rate (k0u) of the potential barrier(s) crossed dur-
ing an unfolding or unbinding process. This is achieved the pulling speed that of pairwise unfolding (solid lines)
decreased.by systematically varying the two parameters of the MC
simulation (xu and k0u) until the simulated forces and the
measured forces are in best agreement. The goodness Discussion
of the simulation was assessed by a chi-square compari-
son (see Experimental Procedures). The solid and Force Spectroscopy of Individual
Membrane Proteinsdashed lines in Figure 4 represent the simulated forces
as determined by the MC simulation with the minimal Single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments on
membrane proteins such as BR, human aquaporin-1,chi-square deviation from the measured data. The width
Structure
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Figure 3. Unfolding Pathways of BR
Top, pairwise unfolding pathway of transmembrane  helices. The experimental curve to the left shows a representative unfolding spectrum
of a single BR, while the schematic unfolding pathway is sketched on the right. The worm-like chain model was applied to derive the length
of the unfolded elements based on their force-extension pattern (solid lines). These lengths were then used to reconstruct the corresponding
unfolding pathway (Mu¨ller et al., 2002). The first force peaks detected at tip-sample separations below 15 nm indicate the unfolding of
transmembrane  helices F and G. However, nonspecific interactions between the purple membrane surface and AFM tip are frequently
observed in this part of the force spectrum and make a detailed analysis of these peaks difficult. After unfolding these elements, 88 aa are
tethered between the tip and the surface (a). Separating the tip further from the surface stretches the polypeptide (b), thereby exerting force
to helix E and D. At a certain critical load, the mechanical stability of helices E and D is overcome and they unfold together with loop DE. As
the number of amino acids linking the tip and the surface is now increased to 148, the cantilever relaxes (c). In a next step, the 148 aa are extended
thereby pulling on helix C (d). After unfolding helices B and C and loop BC in a single step, the molecular bridge is lengthened to 219 aa (e). By
further separating tip and purple membrane, helix A unfolds (f) and the polypeptide is completely extracted from the membrane (g).
(A and B) Examples showing the unfolding of individual secondary structure elements. (A) Occasionally the first unfolding peak at 88 aa shows
two shoulder peaks, which indicate the stepwise unfolding of the helical pair. If both shoulders occur, the peak at 88 aa indicates the unfolding
of helix E, that at 94 aa of loop DE, and the peak at 105 aa corresponds to the unfolding of helix D. (B) The shoulder peaks of the second
peak indicate the stepwise unfolding of helices C and B and loop BC. The peak at 148 aa indicates the unfolding of helix C, that at 158 aa
of the loop BC, and the peak at 175 aa represents unfolding of helix B. The arrows indicate the observed unfolding pathways. In certain
pathways (black arrows), a pair of two transmembrane helices and their connecting loop unfolded in a single step. In other unfolding pathways
(colored arrows), these structural elements unfolded in several intermediate steps. We focused our analysis on the unfolding of single secondary
structure elements, although in small number of events loops also unfolded together with helices.
and the bacterial sodium-proton antiporter NhaA re- forces to probe the energy landscape and the stability
of single secondary structure elements.cently yielded surprisingly detailed insights into their
inter- and intramolecular interactions (A. Kedrov, sub-
mitted; Mo¨ller et al., 2003; Mu¨ller et al., 2002). To this
end, one of the termini of the protein is attached to the Unfolding Forces Depend on the Pulling Speed
As first shown in Bell’s seminal work and later in a moretip of the AFM cantilever either by a covalent bond or
more commonly by nonspecific attachment. Attachment elaborate description by Evans and Ritchie, the escape
over a potential barrier under a constant force rampof multiple sites of the terminus, polypeptide loops con-
necting the helices or intramembranous parts of the occurs within a time range determined by the applied
force rate (Bell, 1978; Evans and Ritchie, 1997; Evans,protein is largely excluded by limiting the analysis to
force traces that show the length of a fully unfolded 1999). At zero applied force, the spontaneous unfolding
rate k0u (Figure 1) determines the time required to crossmolecule (see Experimental Procedures). The protein is
then mechanically unfolded using the cantilever as a the barrier. Fast pulling speeds will result in low lifetimes,
while low pulling speeds will render the bonds weak butforce transducer applying an external force. Interactions
that stabilize individual structural elements such as lifetimes long. The unfolding force is thus governed by
the pulling velocity and the width of the potential barriertransmembrane  helices and polypeptide loops were
detected in terms of unfolding forces and different un- xu (the distance from the folded state to the transition
state along the separation distance as the reaction coor-folding pathways (Mu¨ller et al., 2002). In this study, we
investigated the speed dependence of the unfolding dinate) as well as the natural transition rate k0u (Figure
Dynamic Force Spectroscopy of Bacteriorhodopsin
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Figure 4. Unfolding Forces as a Function of Pulling Speed
For single and groups of secondary structure elements, the unfolding force increased with the pulling speed. A logarithmic dependence of
the force on the pulling speed was clearly resolved. This indicated that a single sharp potential barrier as shown in Figure 1 was to be crossed
to unfold the structural elements. Force versus ln(speed) plots for the pairwise unfolding of helices are shown in (A) and for single secondary
structure elements (i.e., transmembrane  helices and polypeptide loops) in (B)–(F). Solid and dashed lines represent Monte Carlo simulations
(see Experimental Procedures) used to analyze the experimental data given by filled (in case of solid lines) and open symbols (in case of
dashed lines). As unfolding of helices D, C, and B occurred in two different unfolding pathways (1 and 2), two data sets were obtained and
analyzed independently. Although in both pathways these helices unfolded individually, other helices unfolded together with extracellular
loops, and therefore the events were analyzed separately (Mu¨ller et al., 2002).
1) can be explored when pulling at different speeds be approximated by a two-state model. In this simple
model, the low-energy folded state (F ) is separated from(Evans and Ritchie, 1997; Evans, 1999).
the unfolded state (U ) by the energy barrier located
at the transition state (‡ ). Extension of the folded stateSecondary Structure Elements of BR Establish
Single Potential Barriers by the width of the potential barrier (xu) triggers the
unfolding process, and therefore xu describes the posi-The linear regime in force versus logarithm of the pulling
speeds plots (Figure 4) suggests that a single sharp tion of the transition state along the reaction coordinate
(separation). To obtain xu from the data shown in Figurepotential barrier such as shown in Figure 1, must be
overcome (Evans and Ritchie, 1997; Evans, 1999). Thus, 4, we applied MC simulations (Rief et al., 1998). For
individual transmembrane helices we observed xu rang-the potential landscape of mechanical unfolding can
Structure
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Table 1. Parameters Describing the Potential Barriers that Stabilize Secondary Structure Elements of BR against Mechanical Unfolding
Secondary Structure Element Width of Potential (xu [A˚]) Natural Unfolding Rate (k0u [s1])
Pairs of helices (Figure 4A)
Helices E and D 3.2 1.0  102
Helices B and C 8.6 3.4  105
Individual helices (Figures 4B–4E)
Helix Ea 4.6 1.1  104
Helix Db 4.0 / 7.7 5.6  102 / 1.5  106
Helix Cb 4.9 / 3.9 6.0  103 / 5.6  102
Helix Bb 5.7 / 5.4 1.7  102 / 3.1  102
Helix A 6.8 1.8  104
Individual loop (Figure 4F)
Loop bc 5.8 3  103
The widths of the potential barrier and the natural unfolding rate of single and groups of secondary structure elements were determined by
monitoring the unfolding force of each element as a function of the pulling speed.
aIncluding the 3 aa long loop ed.
bThese elements unfold in two different unfolding pathways. Therefore, two values were obtained for xu and k0u.
ing from 3.9 to 7.7 A˚ and for pairwise unfolding of trans- recently suggested model in which transmembrane heli-
ces unfold within the membrane rather than being firstmembrane helices 3.2 and 8.6 A˚ (Table 1).
displaced from the hydrophobic membrane core (Janov-
jak et al., 2003). Molecular dynamics simulations willExtraction or Unfolding
of Transmembrane Helices? provide further insights into the details of the unfolding
process including the exact sequence of events associ-When extracting a biotinylated C18-lipid from stearoyl-
oleoyl phosphatidylcholine (SOPC) bilayers, Evans and ated with the unzipping of individual helices. Comple-
mentary information about the interactions that stabilizeLudwig found that two potential barriers had to be
crossed at 7 and 12 A˚ respectively (Evans and Ludwig, single BRs can then also be obtained from the study of
protein fragments (Hunt et al., 1997; Marti, 1998).2000). In agreement with the idea that lipid molecules
are simply extracted from the membrane without a large
degree of conformational change and consistent with Stability of Individual Secondary
Structure Elementsthe concept of hydrophobic interaction, the outer barrier
is of comparable magnitude to half the bilayer mem- The MC simulations performed allow determination of
the natural (zero applied force) transitions rate over thebrane and the inner barrier correlates to the position of
the unsaturated bond in the oleoyl chain (Evans and potential barriers. We found spontaneous unfolding
rates in the range from 1.5  106 to 1.7  102 s1 forLudwig, 2000). As one would expect, the position of the
transition state during unfolding of a transmembrane single transmembrane helices and 3.4  105 to 1.0 
102 s1 for pairs of helices (Table 1). These values arehelix is in apparent contrast to the ones observed during
the extraction of lipid molecules from a membrane bi- of comparable magnitude to small globular proteins like
barnase (k0u  2.3  105 s1) (Best et al., 2001) and Iglayer. The values observed here are much smaller than
half the thickness of the purple membrane (which would 27 (k0u  1.2  104 s1) (Carrion-Vazquez et al., 1999;
Williams et al., 2003). This suggests that individual trans-correspond to about 30 A˚) and thus suggest that break-
age of inter- or intramolecular bonds stabilizing the membrane helices which are considered important fold-
ing intermediates exhibit sufficient stability to form sta-structure starts the unfolding process. This initial step
would then be followed by cooperative unfolding or “un- ble fragments prior to their assembly during the fast
folding process (Allen et al., 2001).zipping” of the helical structures, in agreement with a
Figure 5. Unfolding Pathways Depend on
Pulling Speed
Individual BR molecules exhibited distinct
probabilities to follow different unfolding path-
ways when unfolded by mechanically pulling
on the C terminus. Although single helices
were sufficiently stable to unfold in individual
steps (dashed lines), they exhibited a certain
probability to unfold pairwise (solid lines). We
found that changing the pulling speed af-
fected these unfolding probabilities. As a re-
sult, the probability of unfolding single sec-
ondary structure elements increased with the
pulling speed. This suggests that in the ab-
sence of a pulling force (smallest pulling speeds)
two transmembrane helices would preferentially
show a pairwise behavior (Figure 6).
Dynamic Force Spectroscopy of Bacteriorhodopsin
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Unfolding Pathways of Individual BRs
It was previously shown that individual BR molecules
follow well-defined unfolding pathways (Mu¨ller et al.,
2002). These pathways differ as to whether secondary
structure elements unfold individually or as grouped
structures as observed for pairwise unfolding of trans-
membrane helices. Each of these pathways exhibits
a distinct probability to be chosen. These probabil-
ities can be altered by varying the physiological
environment as well as by structural modifications of
the protein (Janovjak et al., 2003; Mu¨ller et al., 2002).
However, it could not be answered unambiguously
whether changes in the probabilities to follow certain
Figure 6. Potential Landscape as Revealed by Dynamic Forceunfolding pathways reflected different unfolding trajec-
Spectroscopy
tories in the potential landscape of the protein rather
Two possible unfolding routes exist for pairs of transmembrane
than different amounts of energy stored in the cantilever helices in BR. From the folded state (F ), the two helices are either
(Heymann and Grubmu¨ller, 2000; Janovjak et al., 2003). unfolded individually (dashed line) or pairwise (solid line) to the
Our data clearly shows (Table 1) that the location of unfolded state (U ). The shown approximation of the potential land-
scape at native conditions (zero force) was generated by extrapolat-the transition state for certain unfolding events was dif-
ing the speed-dependent unfolding probabilities to zero force (Fig-ferent if they occurred in different unfolding pathways.
ure 4). Since the experimental data showed that between twoFor example, unfolding of the single helix E occurred at
possible routes the pairwise unfolding was chosen more frequently,
the same position in the force spectrum as pairwise its potential barrier must be lower than for unfolding of individual
unfolding of helices E and D (as the force is in both helices.
cases applied to helix E). However, in case of individual
extraction of helix E an extension of 4.6 A˚ triggered
unfolding, while in case of the pairwise unfolding of Conclusions
According to the currently accepted model, the biogene-helices D and E the polypeptide had to be extended
only 3.2 A˚ (Table 1). This indicates that two distinct sis of multispanning membrane proteins occurs in two
well-separated steps. First, transmembrane  helicesunfolding routes along two different transition states
were taken. This effect was also observed for the pair- insert into the membrane as independently stable units
before they assemble into the functional protein (Popotwise and stepwise unfolding of helices B and C.
et al., 1987). Individual helical domains therefore are
considered as important folding intermediates. Single-Rate Dependency of the Unfolding Pathways
The above observation is in agreement with the DFS molecule force spectroscopy revealed that single heli-
ces form independently stable units and establisheddata showing that the probabilities of the unfolding path-
ways depend on the pulling speed (Figure 5). By increas- potential barriers against mechanical unfolding. The ex-
perimental results revealed in this work show that indi-ing the pulling speed, unfolding of individual transmem-
brane helices clearly dominated over pairwise unfolding. vidual helices are stabilized by one sharp potential bar-
rier. It was also observed that helices associate pairwiseThis indicates that the applied force tilted the potential
barrier in such a way that the unfolding barrier for single forming a collective potential barrier. Both observations
strongly support the two-stage model of membrane pro-transmembrane helices elements was lowered more
than that for pairwise unfolding. tein folding. The stability of single helices lies in the
order of 103 s, which seems to be sufficient for assemblyPairwise association of transmembrane helices was
suggested to play an important role in membrane protein during the very fast folding process which takes place
in milliseconds (Allen et al., 2001). We have shown thatstability and folding (Engelman and Steitz, 1981). Extrap-
olating the speed dependence of the pairwise unfolding mechanical unfolding of single transmembrane helices
is triggered by an extension of only4 A˚, which indicatespathways (Figure 5) to smaller pulling speeds (which at
some point corresponds to zero unfolding force) sug- that breakage of intramolecular interactions between
gests transmembrane helices almost exclusively unfold or within secondary structure elements represents the
in a pairwise conformation. This indicates that under starting point of a cooperative unfolding process.
native conditions (zero applied force) the unfolding bar-
Experimental Proceduresrier for pairwise unfolding is smaller compared to the
barrier for individual unfolding of the corresponding heli-
Purple Membrane Preparation
ces. Accordingly, the energy landscape can be approxi- Wild-type purple membrane was extracted from H. salinarum as
mated qualitatively such as shown in Figure 6. This be- described previously (Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, 1974) and ad-
havior is also partly reflected in the natural transition sorbed onto freshly cleaved mica from buffer solution (300 mM KCl,
20 mM Tris, pH 7.8) (Mu¨ller et al., 1997). All buffer solutions wererates revealed by the MC simulations (Table 1), where
prepared with nanopure water and p.a. grade chemicals from Sigma/higher transition rates indicate the lower potential bar-
Merck.rier. It should be noted however that the unfolding rates
determined using MC simulations usually have a corre-
Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy
sponding error of one order magnitude and thus cannot The AFM optimized for force spectroscopy (Multimode PicoForce,
solely be used to justify our approximation of the poten- Nanoscope IIIa; Veeco Metrology, Santa Barbara, CA) was equipped
with a 50m X-Y-piezo scanner with a closed-loop 20m z axis. Thetial landscape (Best et al., 2002).
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spring constants of the 100 m long silicon nitride AFM cantilevers of the simulations was determined by calculating chi-square (2)
according to:(Olympus OTR4, Veeco Metrology; nominal spring constant 0.08
N/m) were calibrated in solution using thermal fluctuation analysis
(H.J. Butt and M. Jaschke, 1995, Nonotechnology, abstract; Florin et 2(u, k0u )  
N
i  1
ƒexp(i)  ƒsim(i;u,k
0
u )
	i

2
, (1)
al., 1995). To perform force spectroscopy experiments, we recorded
AFM topographs of the cytoplasmic purple membrane surface in
where fexp is the measured forces, fsim the forces determined by MC150 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris, and pH 7.8 (Mu¨ller et al., 1995). The AFM
simulations at the same speed, and	denotes the standard deviationstylus was then approached to the cytoplasmic membrane surface
of the measured forces (Best et al., 2002). The best pair of parame-and kept in contact with the proteins for about 1 s while applying
ters was found by looking for minimal 2 (Best et al., 2002).a force between 300 and 1000 pN. Stylus and protein surface were
then separated at velocities in the range of 10 nm/s to 5.23 m/s.
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